Quality of preimplant low-dose tomography.
The aim of this study was to test the influence of radiation dose on image quality in mandibular preimplant computed tomographic examinations and to compare the quality of computed and conventional spiral tomographic images. Cross-sectional images were obtained on 17 patients with conventional spiral tomography (Scanora technique) and reformatted computed tomography at 40 and 80 mAs. Observers graded the acceptability of images for implant planning and traced the contour of the mandibular body and canal. Conventional spiral tomographic images scored significantly higher than computed tomographic images whereas mean score differences between computed tomographic techniques were not statistically significant. Anatomic structures, in particular the mandibular canal, were more frequently untraceable in high-dose than in low-dose computed tomography but always traceable in conventional tomograms. Conventional spiral tomograms were subjectively preferred over computed tomographic images. For mandibular implant planning, computed tomography examinations can be performed with lower-than-standard mAs. Quantum noise seems to contribute to the visibility of anatomic structures in reformatted computed tomographic images.